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Abstract
The oxidation of a cermet composed of nickel ferrite (NiFe3−xO4), nickel oxide (NiFe1−yO) and Ni-Cu alloy (CuNi1−z) (with x=0.8, y=0.84 and z=0.44) has been studied by thermogravimetry, at 960°C, under controlled oxygen partial pressure. The rate of oxidation increases with the oxygen partial pressure up to 5.1 \times 10^3 Pa, then it becomes independent of the oxygen pressure. This is due to the presence of the two copper oxides, CuO and Cu2O, above this oxygen pressure. SEM observation of oxidized samples has shown that the oxidation mechanism involves both external and internal oxidation.
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INTRODUCTION
Inert electrode materials have been investigated for use in aluminum production using the electrolysis process for many years. Currently, the Hall-Heroult process uses carbon anodes that are consumed during the process, releasing carbon dioxide. This is environmentally and economically disadvantageous for the aluminum production industry. Some non-consumable anodes have already been proposed such as copper-nickel-iron alloys1.

Many patents have been published in the last 20 years (see for example 2–4), showing that cermet is a good candidate material for use as anode in the aluminum electrolysis process, due to their combined properties of good conductance and resistance to corrosion. At temperatures as high as 900-1000°C, these materials must be resistant to oxygen, not only by the electrolytic bath, but also by oxygen and fluorides contained in the atmosphere. The present work is devoted to the study of the oxidation of a cermet composed of nickel ferrite, nickel oxide and Cu-Ni alloy, at 960°C, in which the electrical conductivity is due to both metallic and nickel ferrite phases. The metallic phase improves the mechanical properties, and the nickel oxide phase, the sintering during elaboration. The evolution of the various phases and the effect of oxygen pressure on the oxidation kinetics have been investigated in order to determine the reaction mechanisms.

First, we present thermogravimetric measurements at 960°C under controlled oxygen pressure in the range 10^2 – 10^6 Pa. This temperature has been chosen due to the Hall-Heroult electrolysis process requirements. The influence of oxygen pressure on the rate of oxidation was determined by means of sudden changes in P_{O2} in the course of oxidation experiments5. Then, SEM observations have been obtained from several samples oxidized under various conditions. The composition of the phases has been followed with EPMA. The experimental results have been explained on the basis of a mechanism involving both external oxidation and internal oxidation. Diffusion of copper towards the surface and diffusion of oxygen into the material can account for the rate of weight gain measured in the isothermal experiments and for the influence of oxygen pressure.

Samples and Experimental procedure

Samples
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Cermet composed of nickel ferrite (NiFe$_{2-x}$O) and nickel-copper alloy (Cu-Ni) was made using a powder metallurgy process. EPMA was used to determine the chemical composition of the oxide phases and X-ray diffraction was used to determine that of the metallic phase: $x=0.8$; $y=0.84$; $z=0.44$. The weight proportion of each phase, estimated by X-ray diffraction and the Rietveld method, is $44 \pm 1 \%$ wt for the nickel ferrite, $21 \pm 2 \%$ wt for the nickel oxide and $35 \pm 4 \%$ wt for the alloy.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the phases in the material: metallic particles (label a) are more or less spherical with a mean diameter of 20 $\mu$m and are surrounded by the nickel ferrite phase (label b) which is the only phase that percolates in all the material. The rest is made up of the nickel oxide phase (label c) and porosity (measured to be less than 5\% of the volume).

The cermets were provided in the form of cylindrical bars with a diameter of approximately 15 mm. We resized them to 9 mm and sliced them to approximately 0.5 mm thick disks. This geometry was chosen to fit in the thermogravimetric analyzer furnace and to make it possible to neglect the contribution of the oxidation of the sides of the disks to the whole weight gain.

**Thermogravimetric analysis**

All oxidation experiments were performed in, either symmetric or asymmetric thermogravimetric analyzers (SETARAM TGA24 and TGA92 respectively), according to the following procedure: the temperature was raised to 960°C ($10^\circ$C/min) under flowing argon at atmospheric pressure (10 L/h) in order to prevent the material from oxidizing (argon contains less than 10 ppb of oxygen and oxidation under argon can be neglected), then at 960°C, a flowing mixture of Ar and O$_2$ was introduced. The partial pressures of the gases being controlled by flowmeters (BROOKS, 5850E), the oxygen partial pressure was fixed in the range of $10^2 – 10^5$ Pa. At the end of the oxidation experiment performed under isobaric and isothermal conditions, the temperature was programmed to decrease as fast as possible (approximately $30^\circ$C/min) in order to avoid changing the microstructure during the cool-down. The oxidation rate was determined by plotting the weight gain per unit surface area of the sample ($1.27 \times 10^4$ m$^2$).

Abrupt changes in P$_{O_2}$ were applied during the isotherm at 960°C, by varying the oxygen and argon flowrates (the total flowrate remaining constant).

**Gold marker sputtering**

Gold markers were used on a few samples in order to localize the position of the initial surface after oxidation. This method allows us to determine if the growth of the oxide layer occurs outwards or inwards. Gold is chosen as a marker because it is inert in the oxidation conditions of oxygen pressure and temperature. Gold droplets were deposited on the initial surface using a sputter coater (BALZERS SCD 050).

**SEM and EPMA**

All of the oxidized samples observed with a SEM or EPMA have been prepared using the same process. Cermet disks were cut in half with a diamond disk and coated with a phenolic hot mounting resin with carbon filler. Then they were polished with 180-grains/cm$^2$ SiC-papers to 1 micron felt using decane and diamond polishing suspensions respectively. Then samples were cleaned with ethanol. The SEM observations were made using a Zeiss DSM 950 and EPMA analysis using a CAMECA SX100.

**SIMS Analysis**

A sample has been oxidized in the thermogravimetric analyzer (SETARAM TGA24) in a flowing mixture of 990 hPa of argon and 10 hPa of isotopic $^{18}$O$_2$ for 24 hours (according to the procedure detailed in the section “thermogravimetric analysis”). After cooling, the sample was cut in two parts with a diamond disk and coated with a low-pressure epoxy resin (Varian Torr Seal). Then, it was polished as described previously for SEM and EPMA analysis.

SIMS observations were obtained using a CAMECA NanoSIMS 50. The measurements of $^{18}$O, $^{16}$O, (Ni + O), (Fe + O) and (Cu + O) were performed in imaging mode (100x100 $\mu$m$^2$, $2 \times 2 \mu$m).

65x65 μm², 35x35 μm²). The primary ion beam used was a 200-300 nm Cs⁺ (16 keV). A mass resolution of M/dM = 5000 has been used to avoid interferences (¹⁸O/¹⁶OH₂).

On the sample, a measurement of the ¹⁸O/¹⁶O ratio was performed at the center of the disk (non-oxidized zone) to check that the measurement was correct and equal to the ratio on the earth (0,002). Then, several series of images were acquired on the oxidized zones. All of the images are presented using a logarithmic color scale going from black (signal = 0) to red (99% of the maximum signal).

Results

Mass gain versus time

Figure 2 represents a typical oxidation curve, giving the weight gain versus time, at 960°C in 10⁵ Pa of oxygen. Two different regimes can be observed on the curve. In Part 1, the mass gain is fast and the reaction rate decreases rapidly. In Part 2, which extends above a mass gain higher than 15 g/m², the rate of oxidation is nearly constant. Part 1 may correspond to the oxidation of the Cu-Ni alloy particles, which are located at the surface of the sample and not protected by the nickel ferrite phase. Only Part 2 will be described in this paper, since it represents the long-term behavior of the material and is the most interesting part for lifetime prediction. The kinetics of oxidation is directly linked with the rate-limiting step and the dimension of the zone where it takes place. The linearity of the weight gain curve means that the dimension of this zone is nearly constant. This can happen when the rate-limiting step is an interface reaction of constant surface or a diffusion of species through an oxide layer of constant thickness. Although the geometry of this cermet is complex, a rate-limiting step of this kind would explain a linear mass gain curve.

Oxygen partial pressure influence

The influence of oxygen pressure on the rate of oxidation was determined by means of abrupt changes in P⁰₂ in the course of oxidation experiments (figure 3). In order to reach rapidly the Part 2 of the mass gain (higher than 15 g/m²), a 2.5×10⁴ Pa oxygen partial pressure was applied to the system. This pressure was chosen since it has been observed that the higher the oxygen pressure, the higher the rate of oxidation in Part 1. Subsequently, an initial sudden change of oxygen partial pressure to 2.5×10² Pa was performed. After one hour in these conditions the cermet was submitted to a second abrupt change of oxygen partial pressure to variable values between 2.5×10² and 2.5×10⁴ Pa.

After the oxygen pressure changes, the mass gain is linear, so the oxidation rate was deduced from the slope of the straight-line. Figure 4 represents the rate of oxidation as a function of the oxygen partial pressure which exhibits two kinetic regimes: the rate increases with the increasing oxygen partial pressure up to 5×10³ Pa; above this oxygen partial pressure, denoted P_Cr, the rate of oxidation becomes independent of this variable.

SEM analysis

Microscopic observations of oxidized cermets show different characteristic zones represented in Figures 5a and 5b and denoted: C, P₁, P₂, E₁ and E₂ from the bulk to the surface of the material.

In Figure 5a, the innermost zone C appears to be very similar to the initial material, since the metallic particles are surrounded by nickel ferrite, and the nickel oxide does not contain any nickel ferrite precipitates. This means that no reaction has occurred in this part of the material.

Starting from C and going towards the surface, the next zone is P₀. There, the metallic particles appear to be surrounded by a layer of nickel oxide, which seems to develop at the expense of the nickel ferrite (Figure 6, labels a and c). Numerous observations indicate that this nickel oxide phase appears systematically on the side nearest to the oxidizing atmosphere. Moreover, in zone P₂ some metallic particles have disappeared, creating voids and thus increasing porosity (Figure 6, label b).
Zone P₁ (Figure 5a) appears to be less porous than zone P₂. There are no metal particles and the nickel oxide phase contains ferrite precipitates (Figure 6, label d). Zone E₂ is a layer of nickel oxide (Figure 6, label e). Finally, zone E₁ is a copper oxide scale, the composition of which depends on the applied oxygen partial pressure (Figure 6, label f). Tenorite (CuO) is the outermost layer above $5 \times 10^3$ Pa and cuprite (Cu₂O) is the outermost layer below this value (Figures 7a and b).

It can be observed from samples oxidized for various durations that the E₁ and E₂ layers grow continuously.

Gold droplets deposited on the initial surface can be observed in Figure 8. They are mainly localized at the E₂/P₁ interface, which corresponds to the initial surface of the disk. Few droplets can be observed in other areas, probably due to the metallographic preparation. Consequently, it can be deduced that E₁ and E₂ are externally grown oxides (outward development from the initial surface). In the following, the term “external” will refer to these two layers. For any oxidized sample, the mass gain due to these external layers can be calculated and compared to the total mass gain measured by thermogravimetry. Therefore, several samples were oxidized during various periods in the thermobalance and observed in order to determine the extent of zones changes, the total mass gain and the mass gain due to the outermost oxide scales. Figure 9 shows the plot of the mass gain calculated from the thickness of the surface layers, versus the mass gain measured by thermogravimetry. This graph clearly shows that the mass gain due to oxygen fixed by the external oxides is lower than the total reacting oxygen.

**EPMA analysis**

Quantitative EPMA analyses have been done on a cermet, oxidized at 960°C for 30 hours and in $8 \times 10^4$ Pa of oxygen. Figure 10 represents the various areas that were analyzed, and Figure 11 displays the corresponding concentration profiles of Cu, Ni, Fe and O elements in each phase. From these analyses, numerous observations can be made:

- copper is the only cation composing the outmost surface layer, E₁. In this case, CuO was identified.
- all the different cations are present in E₂, a similar phase composition can also be observed in zone P₁.
- in P₁, the nickel ferrite phase contains up to 5%wt of copper (the weight percentage corresponds to the mass of copper over the mass of all the elements in the phase, cations and anions).
- in P₂, where metallic particles still subsist, the closer the metal phase is to the interface P₁/P₂, the less nickel it contains.
- considering the nickel ferrite composition, from C to P₁, the Fe concentration decreases and a small amount of copper is inserted into the nickel ferrite phase: the composition goes from Ni₀.₈Fe₂.₂O₄ to Ni₀.₈Cu₀.₁₈Fe₁.₉₅O₄ for the bulk and the oxidized zone respectively,
- the Ni concentration decreases in the nickel oxide phase, and copper insertion into the cubic structure occurs. The chemical composition in zone C is Ni₀.₈₄Fe₀.₁₆O, whereas in P₁ it was measured to be Ni₀.₅₉Cu₀.₂₉Fe₀.₁₂O.

**SIMS analysis**

Figure 12 represents a SIMS analysis of the sample border where the four oxidized zones (E₁, E₂, P₁ and P₂) can be observed. The outermost layer contains a lot of isotopic $^{18}$O and represents E₁ and E₂.

P₁ is a low porosity zone, which only contains oxides formed with $^{18}$O or $^{16}$O (cf. figure 12). In this zone, $^{18}$O is not homogenously distributed into the phases and seems to be mainly localized along grain boundaries and in few phases. All of the oxygen involved in the internal oxidation of the cermet (2/3 of the total mass gain) is contained in zone P₁. Looking accurately at zone P₁, phases containing $^{18}$O can be identified (Figure 13, label a). The ‘Ni + O’ signal being far higher than the ‘Fe + O’ signal, this phase is a nickel oxide.

---


and not a nickel ferrite. Zone P₁ is composed of nickel ferrite and nickel oxide particles containing $^{16}\text{O}$, but also of nickel oxide particles containing $^{18}\text{O}$.

As mentioned previously, nickel ferrite precipitates appear in nickel oxide particles of zone P₁, as shown by Label b in figure 13 (the ferrite precipitates can be easily identified by comparing the ‘Fe + O’ and ‘Ni + O’ signal images). Observations of $^{18}\text{O}$ signal in this zone show that the precipitates do not contain isotopic $^{18}\text{O}$, but $^{16}\text{O}$.

Deeper in the material, the innermost oxidized zone is P₂. SEM and EPMA observations have shown that the composition of the alloy particles has been modified: they contain less nickel than the alloy particles of the initial material (or than the non-oxidized zone, C) and voids appear (Figure 6, label a and c). This is the result of nickel oxidation and copper diffusion towards the surface. Nickel is the first element to oxidize in the alloy particles. The resulting nickel oxide surrounds the remaining alloy particles (or voids if copper diffusion has already occurred), the corresponding SIMS analysis is given by Label a in figure 12. The comparison of the $^{18}\text{O}$ and $^{16}\text{O}$ signals for this area shows that this oxide contains $^{16}\text{O}$ and that no isotopic oxygen has reacted with the metallic nickel.

**Discussion**

**Oxidation kinetics**

The oxidation rate at 960°C increases with oxygen partial pressure up to approximately $5 \times 10^3 \text{ Pa (P}_{\text{Cu}}$) and is independent of this parameter above this value (cf. Figure 4). SEM and EPMA observations also revealed that below this oxygen pressure the outermost oxide layer is cuprite while tenorite is the outermost oxide layer above this oxygen pressure. This is consistent with thermodynamic data⁵, which indicate that $5.1 \times 10^3 \text{ Pa}$ corresponds to the equilibrium oxygen pressure at 960°C between the tenorite and cuprite phases, according to the reaction (1):

$$\text{Cu}_2\text{O} + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2$$

The oxidation of copper and copper-nickel alloys has been studied extensively⁶,⁷. Authors agree that the kinetics of copper oxidation is controlled by cation vacancy diffusion through Cu₂O ($V'_{\text{Cu}_2\text{O}}$ and $V_{\text{Cu}_2\text{O}}$). Above Pₜₙ, the cuprite layer is covered by a layer of tenorite, which becomes the outmost layer on the oxidized copper sample (cf. figure 14). Consequently, irrespective of the gaseous oxygen partial pressure, above Pₜₙ, the CuO/Cu₂O interface sets its equilibrium (oxygen pressure of $5.1 \times 10^3 \text{ Pa}$). This implies that the concentration of vacancies at the interface CuO/Cu₂O is fixed by the equilibrium and that the diffusion of those defects via the cuprite layer (rate-limiting step of copper oxidation) is independent of the external oxygen pressure.

By analogy with the oxidation of copper, it may be suggested that the rate of oxidation becomes independent of the oxygen pressure due to the presence of a CuO/Cu₂O interface, in the case of a rate-limiting step located below this interface (even though cuprite has not been observed in our system above Pₜₙ).

In the following, we discuss the results of the microstructural observations in relation with the thermogravimetric study in order to explain qualitatively the changes due to oxidation.

**Mass gain repartition**

Fully oxidized cermets disks have been analyzed by XRD, they contain only nickel oxide, nickel ferrite, and copper oxides. This means that the final material after oxidation will contain Ni (II), Fe (II) and (III), Cu (I) and (II). Copper, initially present in the metal phase will be oxidized into Cu (II) in nickel oxide, nickel ferrite and tenorite, and into Cu (I) in cuprite. Nickel is initially present in the metallic phase and Ni (II) is contained in nickel oxide and nickel ferrite. Only Ni (II) will exist in the final material in nickel ferrite and nickel oxide. Concerning iron, it is already present as Fe (II) and Fe (III) in nickel oxide (Ni,Fe)O and nickel ferrite, respectively, and thus Fe (II) ions can be oxidized into Fe (III). Estimation of the oxidation of metallic copper and nickel into Cu (II) and Ni (II) represents nearly 97% of the total measured mass gain. Consequently, the mass gain due
to iron oxidation is negligible compared to the mass gain due to copper and nickel oxidation.

**Microstructure**

- External and internal oxidation

Five distinct zones have been identified in the oxidized samples, C, P₁, P₂, E₂ and E₁. Gold markers allowed to determine that the two outmost layers (E₂: nickel oxide and E₁: copper oxide) grew by external oxidation.

The oxygen amount contained in those two oxides is less than the total amount of oxygen reacting during oxidation and measured by thermogravimetry. This implies that oxygen also diffuses into the material. More precisely, figure 9 indicates that two thirds of the oxygen consumed by the reaction diffuses into the material, and one third contributes to the growth of two external oxide layers. SIMS analysis of a sample oxidized with ¹⁸O confirms that diffusion of isotopic oxygen has occurred in zone P₁, as observed in figure 12. Nickel oxide and copper oxides are known to be non-stoichiometric oxides with cation vacancies. Spinel phases as nickel ferrite and iron oxide can contain, both, cation vacancies and interstitial cations⁸⁻¹⁵. The fact that all the phases contain cationic vacancies or interstitial cations as major defects implies that, for bulk diffusion, cation diffusion would be much more probable than anion diffusion. Consequently, diffusion via vacancies or interstitials would only lead to an external growth of oxides⁶, and the measured mass gain should correspond to the oxygen contained in the external layers formed during the reaction. This is in contradiction with the observed mass gain, indicating that grain boundary diffusion of oxygen might take place in the cermet. This is well put in evidence by SIMS observations (cf. figure 12). In zone P₁, the isotopic oxygen is not homogeneously distributed into the phases and mostly appears at the grain boundaries. Then, cation flux from the inner part of the material and oxygen flux from the surface will both have to be considered to describe the cermet oxidation.

- Zones formation mechanism

Zone P₂ is the closest zone to the center that has been affected by oxidation. SEM observation shows the simultaneous formation of voids and nickel oxide in contact with the remaining alloy (when not totally consumed) (cf. figure 6, label c). The nickel oxide surrounding the alloy particles or/and the voids of zone P₂ comes from the oxidation of the nickel initially contained in the alloy. This is suggested by EPMA analysis of the metallic particles that reveal a lower concentration of nickel in the alloy of this zone than in the alloy of the initial material (or in the non-oxidized zone, C).

Oxidation of nickel contained in the alloy requires oxygen that can be supplied either by the atmosphere via inwards diffusion or by reaction with the nickel ferrite phase. The nickel oxide would thus grow at the expense of the metal particles in the first case whereas in the second case, the reaction leads to the consumption of the nickel ferrite phase. SEM observation shows that the nickel ferrite is consumed by the nickel oxide (cf. figure 6, label c). Besides, SIMS results show that the nickel oxide surrounding the metallic particles is only composed of ¹⁸O (cf. figure 12, label a). This implies that the metallic nickel reacted with the oxygen of an oxide initially contained in the material and in contact with the metallic phase.

Concerning the outermost layer (E₁), its growth requires the diffusion of copper from the metallic particle towards the surface. Simultaneously the insertion of copper into nickel oxide and nickel ferrite phases occurs.

Reaction of nickel with the surrounding nickel ferrite and migration of copper towards the surface are both responsible for the formation of voids in zone P₂ and for the inward advance of the P₂/C interface.

P₁ is a low porosity zone devoid of metallic particles and only composed of nickel ferrite and nickel oxide. Considering evolution of the material with time, this zone P₁ has previously been a P₂ type zone and submitted to the same phenomenon as described previously: voids were produced by nickel oxidation and copper diffusion. Subsequently
these pores were filled by oxides (ferrite nickel or nickel oxide) to create this low porosity zone. Considering that two thirds of the reacting oxygen must diffuse inwards to explain all the mass gain of the oxidation (as explained in section “external and internal oxidation”), voids must have been filled by oxides produced by the reaction between cations of the bulk and oxygen provided directly by the atmosphere. Nickel oxide particles containing $^{18}$O have been identified in zone $P_1$ of the sample oxidized with isotopic oxygen (Figure 13, label a). They are certainly the particles that filled the voids left by the consumption of the metallic particles: it can be assumed that oxygen diffused from the surface of the sample into $P_1$ via the grain boundaries, then reacted with cations contained in the material, to form a nickel oxide phase which filled the voids. This mechanism allows to understand the porosity disappearance in zone $P_1$ and the advance inwards the sample of the interface $P_1/P_2$.

Ferrite nickel precipitates have also been observed in zone $P_1$. These are the result of Fe oxidation from Fe(II) to Fe(III) in nickel oxide due to two possible mechanisms. The first one is the diffusion of oxygen into the oxide: the cations contained in nickel oxide are immobile and oxygen diffuses inwards to produce nickel ferrite precipitates. The second one is a mechanism of internal oxidation of an oxide solid solution to a higher oxide via cation vacancies, which has been proposed by Schmalzried$^{17}$ (cf. figure 15). Reaction (2) describes the reaction between cation vacancies diffusing into a nickel oxide particle with cations and oxygen from this oxide:

$$V_{\text{mono}}^x + 2h^* + 2Fe_{\text{mono}}^x + 2Ni_{\text{mono}}^x + 4O_{\text{mono}}^x \rightarrow Ni_{\text{mono}}^x + NiFe_2O_4$$

Thus, cations diffuse towards the surface of the nickel oxide phase and the consequence is the formation of ferrite nickel precipitates.

If diffusion of oxygen (first mechanism) into the nickel oxide particles was responsible for the ferrite precipitates formation, $^{18}$O would have been observed in the nickel ferrite precipitates of the sample oxidized with isotopic oxygen. On the contrary, SIMS analysis has revealed that those precipitates only contain $^{16}$O (Figure 13, label b). Consequently, the mechanism of oxidation via cation vacancies is in a better agreement with the experimental observations.

$E_1$ and $E_2$ are the results of external oxidation. Oxygen is adsorbed at the surface of the sample (on $E_1$) and builds new copper oxide bricks (CuO or Cu$_2$O, depending on the oxygen partial pressure$^6$). The consequence of this layer formation is the production of cation vacancies that diffuse into the material and allow the cations migration towards the surface. Similarly, $E_2$ grows externally due to the consumption of oxygen of $E_1$.

Finally, the mechanism of oxidation of the material should account for the following reactions:

- outwards growth of CuO/(Cu$_2$O)/(NiFeCu)O because of cation diffusion via cation vacancies in the various oxide phases.
- NiO internal formation because of reaction between Cu-Ni particles and nickel ferrite phase.
- transient formation of voids (in $P_2$).

**Conclusions**

The rate of oxidation of a cermet composed with nickel ferrite ($Ni_{x}Fe_{3-x}O_4$), nickel oxide ($Ni_yFe_{1-y}O$) and nickel-copper alloy ($Cu_zNi_{1-z}$) ($x=0.8; y=0.84; z=0.44$) increases with the oxygen pressure below $5.1\times10^3$ Pa. Above this value, tenorite appears at the surface of the sample and oxidation kinetics become independent of the oxygen pressure.

Weight gain of the samples during oxidation is the consequence of both external and internal oxidation. Two external layers, copper oxide and nickel oxide, correspond to one third of the total amount of oxygen consumed for the reaction and are the result of cationic vacancy diffusion. The remaining reacting oxygen diffuses into the material via the grain boundaries and accounts for the internal oxidation of the material.
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Figure captions:

Figure 1: BSE micrograph of non-oxidized Cu-Ni based cermet with (a) Cu-Ni alloy particle, (b) non-stoichiometric nickel ferrite, (c) nickel oxide (Ni,Fe)O.

Figure 2: Specific weight gain versus time for 1600 minutes of oxidation at 960°C under $10^5$ Pa of oxygen.

Figure 3: Sudden change of oxygen partial pressure to variable values between $2.5 \times 10^2$ and $2.5 \times 10^4$ Pa on cermet materials. A $2.5 \times 10^4$ Pa oxygen partial pressure was applied to the system in order to reach rapidly the part 2 of the mass gain (higher than 15 g/m²), then a first sudden change of oxygen partial pressure to $2.5 \times 10^2$ Pa was performed. After one hour in these conditions the cermet was submitted to a second sudden change of oxygen partial pressure.

Figure 4: Rate of oxidation as a function of the oxygen partial pressure. The oxidation rate is given by the slope of the mass gain curve $m(t)$ (second sudden change of oxygen pressure in figure 3), just after the oxygen pressure change.

Figure 5: BSE micrograph of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized at 960°C during 164 hours in $4.8 \times 10^2$ Pa of oxygen. C, P1, and P2 zones are represented on (a). E1 and E2 are represented on (b).

Figure 6: BSE micrograph of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized at 960°C during 18 hours in $10^5$ Pa of oxygen. It shows a Cu-Ni alloy particle surrounded by nickel oxide (a), porosity formation (b), metal phase surrounded by a nickel oxide phase that consumes nickel ferrite phase (c), nickel oxide phase that contain ferrite precipitates (d) and a layer of nickel oxide (e).

Figure 7: BSE micrographs of a polished cross section of cermet disks oxidized at 960°C during 16 hours in $7 \times 10^2$ Pa of oxygen, where the outmost layer is Cu$_2$O (a) and during 48 hours in $2 \times 10^4$ Pa of oxygen, where the outmost layer is CuO (b).

Figure 8: BSE micrographs of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized at 960°C during 24 hours in $10^5$ Pa of oxygen.

Figure 9: Calculated external mass gain by thickness measurement of the external layers versus mass gain measured by thermogravimetry. The samples were oxidized at 960°C in $10^5$ Pa of oxygen.

Figure 10: BSE micrograph (a) of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized during 16 hours in $2 \times 10^4$ Pa of oxygen at 960°C, and corresponding quantitative EPMA cartography of nickel (b), iron (c) and copper (d).

Figure 11: BSE micrograph (a) of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized during 16 hours in $2 \times 10^4$ Pa of oxygen at 960°C, and corresponding element concentration profiles from EPMA for of nickel oxide (b), metal (c) and nickel ferrite (d) phases.

Figure 12: SIMS analysis of the section of a cermet disk oxidized 24 hours in 990 hPa Ar and 10 hPa of $^{18}$O. It shows the 4 different oxidized zones: E1, E2, P1 and P2. (a) represents an alloy particle or a void surrounded by a nickel oxide layer.

Figure 13: SIMS analysis of zone P1 of the section of a cermet disk oxidized 24 hours in 990 hPa Ar and 10 hPa of $^{18}$O. (a) represents nickel oxide containing $^{18}$O. (b) represents nickel oxide, composed of $^{16}$O and containing nickel ferrite precipitates.
Figure 14: Oxidation of copper at 960°C in oxygen with a partial oxygen pressure above $5.1 \times 10^3$ Pa.

Figure 15: Ferrite nickel precipitates formation in a nickel oxide particle. Mechanism of internal oxidation of nickel oxide via cation vacancies.
Figure 1: BSE micrograph of non-oxidized Cu-Ni based cermet with (a) Cu-Ni alloy particle, (b) non-stoichiometric nickel ferrite, (c) nickel oxide (Ni,Fe)O.
Figure 2: Specific weight gain versus time for 1600 minutes of oxidation at 960°C under $10^5$ Pa of oxygen.
Figure 3: Sudden change of oxygen partial pressure to variable values between $2.5 \times 10^2$ and $2.5 \times 10^4$ Pa on cermet materials. A $2.5 \times 10^4$ Pa oxygen partial pressure was applied to the system in order to reach rapidly the part 2 of the mass gain (higher than 15 g/m²), then a first sudden change of oxygen partial pressure to $2.5 \times 10^2$ Pa was performed. After one hour in these conditions the cermet was submitted to a second sudden change of oxygen partial pressure.
Figure 4: Rate of oxidation as a function of the oxygen partial pressure. The oxidation rate is given by the slope of the mass gain curve $m(t)$ (second sudden change of oxygen pressure on figure 3), just after the oxygen pressure change.
Figure 5: BSE micrograph of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized at 960°C during 164 hours in $4.8 \times 10^2$ Pa of oxygen. C, P₁, and P₂ zones are represented on (a). E₁ and E₂ are represented on (b).
Figure 6: BSE micrograph of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized at 960°C during 18 hours in 10^5 Pa of oxygen. It shows a Cu-Ni alloy particle surrounded by nickel oxide (a), porosity formation (b), metal phase surrounded by a nickel oxide phase that consumes nickel ferrite phase (c), nickel oxide phases that contain ferrite precipitates (d) and a layer of nickel oxide (e).
Figure 7: BSE micrographs of a polished cross section of cermet disks oxidized at 960°C during 16 hours in $7 \times 10^2$ Pa of oxygen, where the outmost layer is Cu$_2$O (a, label 1) and during 48 hours in $2 \times 10^4$ Pa of oxygen, where the outmost layer is CuO (b, label 1).
Figure 8: BSE micrographs of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized at 960°C during 24 hours in $10^5$ Pa of oxygen.
Figure 9: Calculated external mass gain by thickness measurement of the external layers versus mass gain measured by thermogravimetry. The samples were oxidized at 960°C in $10^5$ Pa of oxygen.
Figure 10: BSE micrograph (a) of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized during 16 hours in $2 \times 10^4$ Pa of oxygen at 960°C, and corresponding quantitative EPMA cartography of nickel (b), iron (c) and copper (d).
Figure 11: BSE micrograph (a) of a polished cross section of a cermet disk oxidized during 16 hours in 2 \( \times 10^4 \) Pa of oxygen at 960°C, and corresponding element concentration profiles from EPMA for nickel oxide (b), metal (c) and nickel ferrite (d) phases. ■ Ni; ● Cu; ▲ Fe; ♦ O.
Figure 12: SIMS analysis of the section of a cermet disk oxidized 24 hours in 990 hPa Ar and 10 hPa of $^{18}$O. It shows the 4 different oxidized zones: E₁, E₂, P₁ and P₂. (a) represents an alloy particle or a void surrounded by a nickel oxide layer.
Figure 13: SIMS analysis of zone P1 of the section of a cermet disk oxidized 24 hours in 990 hPa Ar and 10 hPa of $^{18}$O. (a) represents nickel oxide containing $^{18}$O. (b) represents nickel oxide, composed of $^{16}$O and containing nickel ferrite precipitates.
Figure 14: Oxidation of copper at 960°C in oxygen with a partial oxygen pressure above $5.1 \times 10^3$ Pa.
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